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AT HOME WITH
RANDALL SEXTON

Artist Randall Sexton soaks up
the view from the porch of his
historic Vallejo house. Despite the
gorgeous view from the porch,
Randall says it was the view from
inside his home that got him.

Artist packs up
North Beach
digs for a
fixer-upper
in Vallejo’s
heritage district
By Aleta George
Special to The Chronicle

A

ward-winning painter
Randall Sexton has
packed up his North
Beach apartment and
moved to Vallejo’s Architectural Heritage
District, a federally registered historic
area with houses ranging in architectural style from Queen Anne to California Bungalow.
When Sexton first saw his house online, with its wide porch overlooking
treetops and San Pablo Bay, it made an
impression, but it didn’t captivate him
until he stepped inside and looked out
the Greek Revival arched windows.
“It’s as if the house flew here all the
way from Connecticut in a ‘Wizard of
Oz’ twister,” he says.
Inside looking out, Sexton feels at
home. The windows remind him of
those in an antiques store next to his
childhood home in East Hampton,
N.Y.
“Harold (Bradford’s) store had narrow aisles where you walked among
stacks of junk mixed with ornate coffee
urns and buckets of rusty nuts and
bolts,” Sexton says. Scruffy and always
dressed in an old wool coat and a skipper’s cap, the cigar-smoking Bradford
collected circus paraphernalia, such
as tapestries he hung from the rafters.
The tapestries, from the 1920s and
’30s, illustrated circus acts such as
Thin Man, Zebra Man and a tiger
leaping through a hoop of fire.
After buying the 1,250-square-foot
house for $377,000 in 2004, Sexton
and his partner, Carol Neilson, who is
the treasurer for Shorenstein-Hays
Nederlander Theatres, hosted a soiree
to gather ideas about what to do with
the house. They weeded through
many options before tearing out a wall
to open up the kitchen and dining area
and reframing the back of the house to
increase the size of the bathroom and
add a walk-in closet. Instead of scraping for days to remove the floor-to1 SEXTON: Page G4

A Greek Revival arch graces the
top of Sexton’s doorway. Vallejo’s
Architectural Heritage District is
a federally registered historic area.

Touches of Greek Revival splash
across the front of the house, left,
on the windows and columns.

In the living room, below, arches

don’t just top the windows. Sexton
says the feel of his house reminds
him of a childhood antiques store.

Remember when
you refused to
listen to your
parents’ advice?
Now it’s Mom
and Dad’s turn to
tune out adult
children’s
concerns about
aging ‘in place’
By Susan Fornoff
Chronicle Staff Writer

M

eri-K Appy can’t forget
the look on the face of
her neighbor, a fit and
athletic Baby Boomer,
who reacted to the
phrase “grab bars” as if
someone should have bleeped out the two
seemingly innocuous four-letter words.
“She said, ‘Oh, never, I would never.
That is the beginning of the end.’ ”
Appy, the president of the Home Safety
Council, who is in her 50s, had been brimming with enthusiasm about product advances to help Americans “age in place,” a
desire Baby Boomers express in industry
survey after industry survey.
Wireless smoke detectors connecting
all the alarms in the house. Innovative
pharmacy bottles that make prescriptions
easily identifiable. Floor coverings and
lighting systems minimizing the risk of
missteps, not to mention a stylish selection
of grab bars made ever easier to install so
they don’t crash to the floor with the falling grabber.
But as Appy found, as Dexter Chan of
Hayward found when he tried to start a
Web site consolidating products for independent living, and as every adult child
who suggests a railing on Mom and Dad’s
front steps finds, all of it registers as profanity on the ears of the proud generation
it’s designed to protect.
“This is an audience that doesn’t like to
self-identify,” said Chan, who shut down
his startup after a year or so and went to
work for Genentech.
“We’re going to really have to do some
social marketing to have the grab bar
thought of as a towel rack,” Appy said, “as
something we get to pick out rather than
something that is the beginning of the
end.”
Social marketing, stealth marketing,
subliminal marketing — anything but direct marketing connecting a product or
modification to the dreaded word “aging.”
Indeed, Dan O’Brien, local president of
Trilogy, a national builder of active adult
communities restricted to residents age 55
and older, distances his company from
“those other retirement home builders.”
“In the Vineyards at Brentwood, we’re
designing for active, vigorous people that
are pursuing the care of their body to as1 AGING: Page G4
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An open hallway greets visitors once they step inside Sexton’s Vallejo home.

A quieter life takes
some getting used to
1 SEXTON
From Page G1

Heritage district

ceiling sage-green silk wallpaper, they
covered it with thin drywall.
To choose colors for the walls, Sexton
and Neilson looked in books, came home
with swatches and changed their minds
several times. He says that painting a house
is a fluid process, kind of like making a
painting.
“You don’t come up with an idea, go
from A to B and just finish it up,” he says.
“The house, like a painting, speaks back to
you and starts to have its own demands.”
Sexton recommends getting swatches,
holding them up to the walls and buying
small cans of your final selections to try
them on the walls. Color is relative to the
light in the room and the colors next to it,
he says. For example, their kitchen has little natural light, so they chose a yellow
with gray and burnt umber to lighten up
the room. Below the chair rail, they
brushed on light blue. Sand Dune covers
the living room up to the crown molding,
and to riff off the sage-green couch they
bought on Craigslist, the ceiling is a dark,
rich green. Names of colors also played a
part. The entry hall is painted with Clean
Canvas.
Sexton is adjusting to his new environs.
“In many ways, I grew up in San Francisco,” he says. He moved there at 20 and lived
in the same North Beach apartment for 23
years. He lived in the heart of the city
where he knew the good coffee shops and
the sushi maker by name. He still feels a
tug at his heart when crossing the Golden
Gate Bridge.
“There are intellectual and practical
reasons for doing things, but emotionally I
wish I could catch up with that thinking. I
had a process of making art, a well-oiled
machine that was inspired by where I lived.
Artists and musicians are being pushed out
of San Francisco because of real estate
prices, and if I could have bought a place in
San Francisco that wasn’t a 400-squarefoot attic for the same price I paid for this
house, I probably would have done it.”
His new studio in Crockett, which he
rents, is behind the Epperson Gallery,
where he has exhibited his work. It’s a step
up from his basement studio in San Francisco, which was cozy but cramped, dark,
dusty and leaky to the point of having waterfalls in winter.
Originally, Sexton was looking for a
house that could accommodate an in-

Vallejo’s Architectural Heritage District
was listed on the National Register of
Historic Places (the nation’s official list of
buildings, structures, sites and districts
deemed worthy of preserving) in the early
1970s. The district is bounded by Caroline, Sutter, York and Monterey streets,
and is about a quarter mile from the waterfront. The average price of a home in
the district is $550,000. It is one of three
National Historic Districts in Vallejo.

home studio, or one with a garage to convert. But when he and Neilson fell in love
with the Vallejo house, he had to look elsewhere for a studio and chose Crockett.
The Crockett studio is large with good
light and has a great view of the architectural underbelly of the Carquinez Bridge.
He says he is starting to feel more at home
in his new studio and less like a tenant, but
it is different.
“I drive to work now instead of walking
downstairs, and it feels more like a job. It’s
quieter and there are no distractions, but I
miss the vibrancy of the city. There is a certain vitality and convenience to living in
an urban place, especially a city that is so
beautiful and inspiring.
“As unsure as I am about the studio, the
move, the changes, there are things that
I’m really sure about,” he says. “There’s a
quality of life that’s about your neighborhood, and we did good in picking that. And
we love the house. Carol feels more at
home than I do; I feel restless. But I know
it’s just a matter of time and that there are
other directions my work can go.”
Meanwhile, he’s on the move. He teaches painting at his studio and at Pixar’s onsite university in Emeryville, and will soon
start a series of five- and six-day workshops
in the Bay Area, Santa Barbara and Vermont. He’s also involved in plein air festivals in Laguna Beach (Orange County);
Sedona, Ariz.; and Wilmington, N.C. He
has a forthcoming spring show at the Nancy Dodds Gallery in Carmel.
When he comes home to roost, he’ll
land softly at what he and Carol call the
“love shack, tin-roof rusted.”
After all, San Francisco and her golden
gates are only a short walk and a ferry ride
away, easel and all.
E-mail freelance writer Aleta George at
home@sfchronicle.com.

Sexton checks e-mail in his bedroom office. For studio space, he rents a spot in

Crockett. His old San Francisco studio, he says, was cozy but cramped.

sure their youth, the ones in search of the
fountain of youth,” he said. “So we’re going after cardio and strength and stretching, spas including facials and body wraps,
and this whole spiritual-social, whether
it’s yoga, club rooms or gourmet.
“The people we are targeting no more
think of themselves as aging than as thirtysomethings. Candidly, if someone’s going to need assistance as they get older,
they’re probably going to be better served
moving outside our communities.”
If Trilogy makes any modifications designed to ease strain on aging eyes, ears or
backs — if only for the mortal parents of
the invincible target customer — the company certainly isn’t touting it. That
wouldn’t be good for sales, according to
Ohio builder Bill Owens, an advocate for
the National Association of Home Builders’ CAPS (certified aging in place specialist) training program.
“We all have the mind-set that nothing’s going to happen to us, we’re not old
and frail and we’re not going to get old
and frail,” Owens said. “A phantom market’s going to have to get involved with
this, to softly introduce it.”
Though O’Brien touts “60 as the new
40,” the Home Safety Council offers up
some other numbers about the senior age
group. The over-60 set ranks highest for
injuries and deaths resulting from slips
and falls, and the risk of dying from a fall
increases greatly with age. Of almost 6,000
deaths from falls every year, Appy said,
nearly 5,000 are people older than 60.
Other home safety risks associated with
aging, she said, include fire — especially
relating to hearing an alarm early enough
and moving quickly enough to escape —
and poisoning, particularly of grandchildren who get into adult medications.
The Home Safety Council is researching senior attitudes about safety and expects to release the results in June, which
is home safety month. Appy said a survey
of parents with small children offers clues
about why the Boomer isn’t making home
safer.
“Nine out of 10 of the parents said they
felt that home was the safest place to be,
though that’s not necessarily true,” Appy
said. “And six of 10 said they did feel they
could do more to make the home safer,
and the reasons they gave for not doing so
included that they weren’t sure what actions they could take, with a quarter of
them saying they lacked the time to make
changes.
“I think we live very busy, distracted
lives. We may know that pile of laundry on
the stairs waiting to go up creates a hazard, but we just can’t get to it now. We may
know the lighting on the stairway is dim.
But we’re lulled into thinking these
changes aren’t urgent because nothing
bad has happened to us.”
Appy noted that in the early part of
adult life, the concern is for child safety,
and later, the child grows concerned
about the parent’s safety. “And when
you’re talking to people in their 50s and
60s about what they should do to make
home safer, it’s a different ballgame,” she
said. “You don’t get into a discussion with
your child about putting rubber mulch on
the playground, you just do it. But now
you’re dealing with the adult who raised
you, and they don’t take kindly to advice.”
Even Appy, who makes her living advocating safety tips and techniques, has
had moments that left her tongue-tied on
the subject. At the house of her husband’s
80-plus grandmother, she noticed scorch
marks on the counter. “There obviously
had been a fire,” she said. “I said something like ‘Oh, I notice you have scorch
marks on your countertop.’ She said, ‘No,
it’s fine,’ and that was that. Very dismissive.”
Not that there aren’t strategies for applying parental persuasion. Some home
modifications can be made for parents
much the way the parents once put that
mulch on the playground — just do it. (See
the sidebar “Advancing on aging” for ideas.)
If there’s conversation later, do not say,
“Well, you’re getting old.” Orlanda Wilson, construction project manager for Rebuilding Together, installs grab bars and
shower seats and railings for low-income
Bay Area seniors year-round as part of the
organization’s Home Safety and Independence program. She advises using the
term “universal design” and emphasizing
that many of the modifications are better
for everyone.
“My mother had her hips replaced, and
I went back to Colorado to put up handrails for her and she pitched a fit the whole
time,” Wilson said. “It’s a natural family
dynamic of I’m making her feel old by
telling her she needs handrails. But if I say
I have to go up and down these steps carrying the laundry when I come to visit and
I’ll be safer with a handrail, well, of course
your mother’s not going to want you not
to be safer.”
Wilson hints that aging parents tend to
turn the tables on their adult children by
refusing to do what they want, sort of the
reverse of the way things were 20 or 30 or
40 years ago. She notices that when Rebuilding Together has its annual April
weekend of home restorations, one of the
first things she often does is tell the residents that all that junk in their garage constitutes a fire hazard.
“They say, well, then we better start
getting rid of things,” she said. “Their kids
are looking at me saying, ‘I’ve been asking
them to clean the garage for 10 years, and
you come in and in five minutes they
agreed.’

AD-AS

An adjustable kitchen sink from AD-AS (www.ad-as.com) features push-button

control that smoothly and quietly raises and lowers the sink for those standing
or using a wheelchair.

Advancing on aging
Here are a few cool products to
install and simple modifications to
make that could extend the
living-at-home expectancy for, er,
friends and family members. (Not
that we would ever need them
ourselves, of course.)
Change round doorknobs to
lever handles, which make it
easier for a person of any age to
get into the house when arms are
full of groceries. (Stealth safety
intervention: Rubber doorknob
extensions that cover the existing
doorknob, about $13 at www.sam
monspreston.com.)
Improve lighting in dark halls
and anywhere there are steps.
Consider motion detectors to
conserve energy when spaces
are not in use. (Stealth safety
intervention: Plug inexpensive
night-lights in outlets throughout
the house.)
Where possible, eliminate
throw rugs. (Stealth safety intervention: Secure them with
double-sided tape or rubber
matting.)
Wherever there are several
steps, install railings — the
functional kind, not the for-decoration kind — on both sides and
extend them slightly longer at the
top and bottom than seems to be
necessary.
On a house of two or more
stories, consider a remodel
that would allow someone to
live exclusively on the first
floor. Minimally, change the door
on a first-floor powder room to
open out instead of in to give
visitors more room to maneuver
around in there safely.
Install an interconnected
smoke alarm system. The new
wireless technology from Kidde
starts at around $40, available
through Lowe’s. (Stealth safety
intervention: Have a surprise fire
drill during the night to see if
everyone wakes up; if not, modify
accordingly, with strobe lights or
bed-shaking alarms.)
Advice courtesy Bill Owens, Orlanda Wilson
and Meri-K Appy.

Resources
Products for builders and remodelers: The National Association of Home Builders’ Research
Center offers a free “Directory of
Accessible Building Products”
through the Web site www.
nahbrc.org/bookstore or by calling
(800) 638-8556. Shipping and
handling are $6.50 for the guide.
Class on home planning: The
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute
at San Francisco State University
offers “Lifespan Design for Your
Home or Your Parents’ Home,”
taught by Julie Cotton, 1 to 3 p.m.
Mondays for four weeks, June
5-26. $75. Jewish Community
Center, 3200 California St, at
Presidio. For more information,
call (415) 405-7711.
— Susan Fornoff

Bar installation
often done wrong
By Susan Fornoff
Chronicle Staff Writer

What’s worse, an improperly installed
grab bar or no grab bar at all? The Home
Safely Council and Moen have set out to
render the question moot by making improper installations obsolete.
Moen, a leader in designer hardware for
kitchen and bath, last year received one
commendation from the council for its
Home Care line of independent living
products; this year, it’s got another one
coming for its SecureMount design for
grab bars.
The problem with grab bars, said Certified Aging in Place Specialist Bill Owens, is
that “there are people who think a heavy
towel bar is a grab bar, and that’s anything
but the case. There are probably more bad
installations of grab bars than there are
safe, dependable grab bars.”
It’s not so bad in San Francisco, said Rebuilding Together construction project
manager Orlanda Wilson. “Most of the
homes in the city, if they haven’t been remodeled, have a big bed of mortar with
chicken wire and plaster and lath, a pretty
intense base that their shower walls are
made of,” she said. “So it tends to be easier
to install through something like that than
in a modern home where it’s drywall.”
In the latter case, most grab bars have required mounting with three screws passing
into wall studs or wood blocking. “Unfortunately, this is very difficult to do, and is rarely accomplished correctly,” said Kevin
Jones, the senior product/brand manager
for Home Care by Moen. “Many consumers install a grab bar with only one or two
screws passing into the wall studs, creating
an installation that’s not solid or secure.”
Just as bad, said Wilson, they let the studs
dictate the placement of the grab bars, and,
she said, “If it’s not where a person reaches,
that’s useless too.”
One solution, of course, would be to
have a qualified professional install grab
bars, but even then, Owens said, “probably
a fair amount of handymen or remodelers
would mess it up too. That’s where CAPS
comes in.” There aren’t, however, any certified aging in place specialists listed in the
Bay Area yet, and even Owens admits that a
good do-it-yourselfer can get the job done
with an understanding of anchorage.
The SecureMount should help, said
Home Safety Council President Meri-K
Appy, who is excited about the breakthrough. Its design has six openings, three
of them elongated slots, to promote easy
and secure installation at any angle.
The grab bars also come in a variety of
finishes, promoting Appy’s dream of making shopping for grab bars more pleasure
than pain.

Moen

SecureMount Grab Bar from Moen.

“I do find that as a stranger, I have a
much better chance of talking your mom
into grab bars than you do.”
Owens uses a phantom universal design marketing strategy he calls “visitability” when he’s building or remodeling a
home. “Visitability is a great icebreaker to
the whole universal design issue,” he said.
“You always remove them from the equation, and ask, is there a friend, a co-worker, family, anybody in your life right now
that has or that you foresee someday having mobility issues?
“And it doesn’t have to be ambulatory.
It could be about adequate lighting, or
surround sound in case somebody’s hard
of hearing and wants to come over and
watch a movie. We see Gen Xers’ and Yers’
ears perk up to this: ‘Yeah, my grandma.’
It’s a low-dose tonic you give people to get
them hooked on this stuff, particularly
three areas: a no-step entry, so somebody
can get into the house if they can’t do the
stairs; wide doors and hallways on the first

floor, which is often just a design aesthetic; and some type of accessible bath on the
first floor.”
Of course it’s easier to create a universal design environment when starting
from scratch, but builders — remember
the Trilogy Vineyards scenario — have little incentive to do so when it may repulse
the very buyers they want to lure.
Meanwhile, companies like Moen and
Kohler do their best to make grab bars
sexy, and builders like Owens put levered
door handles on without asking first.
“The whole idea with people and their
houses is they want to keep up with the
Joneses,” he said. “It’s just a matter of getting the Joneses to start doing this. Then it
becomes OK to talk about at cocktail parties, and it’s not what you have to do because you’re aging, it’s what you do to be
ready to age.”
E-mail Susan Fornoff at sfornoff@sf
chronicle.com.

